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bstract

Deficits in the ability to express emotions characterize several neuropsychiatric disorders and are a hallmark of schizophrenia, and there is
eed for a method of quantifying expression, which is currently done by clinical ratings. This paper presents the development and validation of a
omputational framework for quantifying emotional expression differences between patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls. Each face is
odeled as a combination of elastic regions, and expression changes are modeled as a deformation between a neutral face and an expressive face.
unctions of these deformations, known as the regional volumetric difference (RVD) functions, form distinctive quantitative profiles of expressions.
mploying pattern classification techniques, we have designed expression classifiers for the four universal emotions of happiness, sadness, anger
nd fear by training on RVD functions of expression changes. The classifiers were cross-validated and then applied to facial expression images

f patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls. The classification score for each image reflects the extent to which the expressed emotion
atches the intended emotion. Group-wise statistical analysis revealed this score to be significantly different between healthy controls and patients,

specially in the case of anger. This score correlated with clinical severity of flat affect. These results encourage the use of such deformation based
xpression quantification measures for research in clinical applications that require the automated measurement of facial affect.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Facial expressions play an important role in the clinical
anifestation of several neuropsychiatric disorders, such as

chizophrenia, where perception (Berenbaum and Oltmann,
992; Edwards et al., 2001; Heimberg et al., 1992; Mandal et
l., 1998; Morrison et al., 1988) and expression of emotion are
mpaired (Kring and Neale, 1996; Salem et al., 1996; Sison et
l., 1996; Tremeau et al., 2005). Indeed, facial expressions are
n important window for assessing the level of affective impair-
ent in schizophrenia, with respect to expression of emotions

nd their recognition. Distinguishing the degree of expressivity
oth between healthy and impaired people and within patients
o establish presence and severity of flat affect, is a challenging

roblem because of normal variation in expressivity and subtlety
f difference in expressions. Much of the research in this area
ocuses on the emotional recognition abilities of patients when
ompared with healthy controls (Edwards et al., 2001; Heimberg
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t al., 1992; Kohler et al., 2003; Mandal et al., 1998; Morrison et
l., 1988; Salem et al., 1996), self-ratings and psychophysiologi-
al measures of emotional experience (Berenbaum and Oltmann,
992; Kring et al., 1993; Schneider et al., 1995) or rating of emo-
ional expressions using the facial action coding system (FACS)
Berenbaum and Oltmann, 1992; Tremeau et al., 2005). Clin-
cal rating scales, such as the scale for assessment of negative
ymptoms (SANS, Andreasen, 1984) and positive and negative
ymptoms scale (PANSS, Kay et al., 1987), include assessment
or affective flattening and remain the most widely used instru-
ents to examine facial emotion expression in schizophrenia.
owever, there is no quantitative objective measurement that
oth indexes the ability of a person to express emotion and also
orrelates this with affective impairment in patients compared
o healthy controls. This underlines the need for an objective
uantitative measure of emotional expression that can identify
nd quantify subtle changes in affect and hence help in a group
ased comparative analysis between patients and healthy con-
rols, thereby enabling the assessment of treatment efficacy and
rogression of the disease.

Quantitative analysis of facial emotional expression is a
hallenging research problem. Work on automated facial expres-
ion recognition by the computer vision community (Black and
acoob, 1997; Cohn and Kanade, 2006; Cohn et al., 1999; Essa
nd Pentland, 1997; Lien et al., 2000; Littlewort et al., 2006;
ucey et al., 2006; Terzopoulos and Waters, 1990; Tian et al.,
001; Zhang, 1999) has enabled extraction of features that repre-
ent a given expression. Unfortunately, these measures are either
oo sparse to capture the elastic changes within facial regions
uring the course of an expression change, or are global and
ack the specificity required to capture fine-grained changes that

ay occur within facial regions. Therefore, these features are
nadequate in quantifying the expression changes. Indeed, some
f these features have been incorporated in facial expression
ecognition systems, however these perform well only on expres-
ions of extreme intensity (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000). Since
atients show more subtle and pervasive impairment in affect,
hese methods are not able to capture the subtle changes. In FACS
Ekman and Friesen, 1978), each expression is characterized
s a combination of muscular movements of the fundamental
nit of appearance change called an action unit (AU). Exist-
ng methods for studying expression differences, such as FACS
Ekman and Friesen, 1978) are time and labor intensive, are
rone to inter-rater variability due to differences in experience
ased assessment, and do not produce a quantitative measure of
xpression change. There are automated versions of FACS that
re based on extracting action units from facial video sequences
Bartlett et al., 1999; Cohn et al., 1999; Donato et al., 1999; Essa
nd Pentland, 1997; Lien et al., 2000; Tian et al., 2001). How-
ver, FACS, like its automated versions, is unable to quantify the
ntensity and degree of difference between emotion expressions
nd hence provides no quantification of expression change.

A review of the existing methods of facial expression analysis

nderlines the need for a framework that can identify group dif-
erences between patients and controls by capturing subtleties of
xpression change and provide a measure that can be correlated
ith a clinical scale of affect impairment. We model the faces as

f
d
f
w
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combination of elastic regions and a facial expression change
s an elastic transformation that transforms a neutral face to a
ace with expression and produces an expression quantification
ap (Verma et al., 2005). We use this expression quantifica-

ion map to train automated facial expression classifiers for the
our universal emotions of happiness, sadness, anger, and fear,
sing images of actors in varying degrees of emotion expression.
hese form profiles for each of these emotions. These classifiers,
hen applied to patients and controls provide scores of emo-

ion expressivity that quantify the extent to which an intended
motion has been expressed. These scores, when statistically
nalyzed, show significant group difference between patients
nd healthy controls. The classifier-based framework that we
ropose for determining subtle expression changes is general
nd applicable to group-wise analysis of all affect-related disor-
ers, against healthy controls.

. Methods

.1. Design of expression quantification framework

In the subsequent sections, we present the details of our
ramework for computerized expression quantification using
xpression classifiers that provide a measure of the likelihood of
he emotion being expressed. As in the design of any classifier,
e follow a sequence of steps: (1) extraction of expression fea-

ures (Section 2.2) in which we discuss the creation of regional
olumetric maps that identify the face as a combination of
eformable regions and expressions as a combination of elastic
hanges in these regions. Wavelet features extracted from these
olumetric maps are the features used to train the classifiers; (2)
reation of expression classifiers (Section 2.3) using the features
omputed as part of step 1. Four classifiers are trained once for
ach expression of happy, sad, anger and fear using advanced
attern classification techniques. These classifiers, when applied
o a facial expression image, produce a probability score, that
ndicate the probability of a face expressing a particular emo-
ion (Section 2.3.1). The classifiers are created by training on
n actors’ database that is described in Section 2.4.1. These
lassifiers are cross-validated using a leave-one-out (or jack-
nife) paradigm on the same database, and are then applied
o a patients-controls database described in Section 2.4.2 and
lassification scores are computed for each expression. These
lassification scores are then correlated with clinical measures
escribed in Section 2.5. We now provide details of each of these
spects.

.2. Extraction of expression features

Each facial image is modeled as a combination of elastic
egions and their boundaries, with the regions chosen on the
asis of their role in the expression and comprehension of an
motion. Facial changes, resulting from an expression change

rom a neutral face to a face with emotion, are modeled as a
eformation of a combination of these regions. Fig. 1 shows
acial regions selected in a neutral face (Fig. 1(b)) and in a face
ith expression (Fig. 1(c)), with each pre-selected deformable
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ig. 1. (a) Predefined template image of neutral expression; (b) labeled templat
he regions in which we consider change to occur during expression formation.

egion demarcated by hand labeled boundaries. We selected sev-
ral anatomically meaningful regions, such as the outline of the
ace, the lips, the eyes, the eyebrows, the nose, the mouth, etc.
he boundaries were chosen to lie on naturally occurring lines
n the face that contain strong edges or appear in an expression,
n order to maintain consistency. Manual labeling adds flexibility
or identifying subtle facial regions.

.2.1. Computation of the deformation changes
The boundaries in this figure and landmark points on them

uide the computation of the elastic transformation that maps
he enclosed demarcated regions of the face from the template
mage to their counterparts in the subject facial expression image
for details see Verma et al., 2005). The resulting displacement

eld thus characterizes the shape change of the subject face with
espect to the template face as shown in Fig. 1(a). Computing the
isplacement in the domain of the template allows for compar-
son of the displacement fields of regions across subjects. The

s
f
i
w

ig. 2. Removal of inter-subject variability in the neutral face by computing deformat

NE for all our analysis.
ge; (c) labeled subject facial expression image. These boundary labels identify
ic registration is performed constrained by the corresponding regions.

pecific choice of template image is immaterial and will not bias
he results (Davatzikos et al., 1996).

.2.2. Removal of inter-subject variability—normalizing
xpression changes

In order to remove variability in the displacement fields that
esults from subjects having differently shaped neutral faces,
ith variable features, we compute two displacement fields, one

rom the template to the subject’s neutral image VTN, and one
rom the template to the subject’s expression image, VTE. The
esired expression displacement (see Fig. 2), is defined as,

NE = VTE − VTN

ith the rationale that VNE is the displacement that this expres-

ion would have produced given that the subject had a neutral
ace in the shape of the template face, thereby removing the
nter-subject neutral shape variability. In addition, all images
ere scaled before analysis to remove camera zoom and head

ions in the space of a common template. We use the information obtained from
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ig. 3. Expression displacement from neutral to happiness. The left two image
haracterizes the motion of facial regions using vectors. The log RVD map (d)
xpansion and contraction of the facial regions, as part of the expression chang

ize variability by ensuring that the ear-to-ear distance was the
ame for each image. Ear-to-ear distance was chosen since it
emains static during facial expression. An example of a nor-
alized expression displacement field is shown in Fig. 3(c) for

appiness.
Computation of deformation maps: The expression displace-

ent, VNE, quantifies the deformation from the neutral face to the
xpressive face. To locally measure the amount of contraction
nd expansion in the vector field, we compute the determinant
f the Jacobian matrix for the corresponding deformation field
nd call it the RVD (Regional Volumetric Deformation) map as
n (Davatzikos et al., 1996; Verma et al., 2005). The RVD value
t each pixel represents the amount of local area change that the
orresponding pixel in the neutral face undergoes when deform-
ng to the expressive face. In order to treat area contraction on

comparable scale as area expansion, we use the log of the
VD values, with a zero value indicating no change, a negative
alue indicating a contraction and a positive value an expansion
the right of Fig. 3(d) shows a log RVD map corresponding to
xpression change). Each log RVD map is truncated to be in the
nterval [−2, 2] (indicating an expansion or contraction of twice
r half the current size) since numerical errors outside of this
ange can occur due to not solving the displacement field accu-
ately and since most of the pertinent deformation information
ies in this range.

.2.3. Feature extraction
The log deformation map is then processed by a dis-

rete wavelet decomposition using a 2D Daubechies wavelet
Daubechies, 1990). The wavelet approximation coefficients and
etail coefficients, each filtered and down sampled three times
nd corresponding to mid-frequency components in the RVD
aps, are compiled as a vector that serves as a finite dimen-

ional representation of the deformation present from neutral to
xpression. Each of these coefficients corresponds to a region
f size 8 × 8 in the original RVD map. In all, for each expres-

ion, we obtained 268 wavelet coefficients from the 109 × 156
egion of the log RVD map where the template face is con-
ained (Daubechies, 1990; Strang and Nguyen, 1996). Each of
hese four two-dimensional filtered and sub-sampled images is

a
a
s
T

neutral (a) and happy (b) facial images. The expression displacement field (c)
quantification of this displacement field and represents a spatial profile of the

tacked into a vector. The feature vector can be summarized as
he concatenation of the level four approximation coefficients,
nd the level four horizontal, vertical and diagonal detail coeffi-
ients. Level four was chosen because it represented the captured
nformation at the scale size most appropriate for classifying
motional features. Including coefficients at too many scales
nly served to decrease the generalization performance of the
lassifier during validation. These features are used for training
lassifiers for each of the expressions.

.3. Creation of expression classifiers

We developed a multi-class emotion classifier based on a
attern classification technique called support vector machines
SVM’s) (Vapnik, 1998) that is trained on wavelet features com-
uted from images of expressions from a professional actors’
atabase (see Section 2.4.1 below). Then, given the wavelet fea-
ure vector corresponding to an expression of a new subject, the
lassifier identifies it as one of the four universal emotions of
appiness, sadness, anger, or fear. SVM is a commonly applied
attern classification technique used widely in medical imag-
ng and computer vision (LaConte et al., 2005; Schölkopf and
mola, 2001; Zhan and Shen, 2004; Zhang et al., 2002).

When used for classification, SVM’s attempt to find classi-
ers that divides the feature space (in our case, the space of
ossible deformations) into regions that are separable on the
asis of inherent underlying properties of the data. These expres-
ion classifiers (one for each expression) when applied to a facial
xpression image produces a real number that describes its esti-
ated membership to one of the emotion classes. A classifier is

rained for each of the four universal emotions. For example, to
reate an expression classifier for anger, we train on two classes
f expressions, one containing only anger expressions denoted
y A and the other containing all expressions other than anger,
enoted by Ã. Training on these classes produces a classifier fAÃ
hat, when applied to an expression image feature, F, produces

positive value if the feature was from an anger expression and
negative value otherwise. Thus, the output of a given SVM

ignifies the membership of the test expression to that emotion.
he outputs of the individual SVM’s are numbers that typically
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ange from −1 to +1. We map these values, using a sigmoid
unction, s = (x) = 1/(1 + e−x), to the range (0, 1) thereby asso-
iating a pseudo-probability score with each expression. Since
our classifiers are applied to each test expression, we obtain a
our-tuple of values for each expression feature vector, F,

(F ) = (s(fH,H̃(F )), s(fS,S̃(F )), s(fA,Ã(F )), s(fF,F̃(F )))

here H, S, A, and F correspond to happiness, sadness, anger
nd fear, respectively. We normalize this four-tuple, t(F), by
ividing by the sum of its elements so that we can interpret
he normalized four-tuple, t′(F), as an analysis of the composi-
ion of that expression in terms of the four universal emotions.
ach value provides a measure of an expression belonging to
particular class. The expression corresponding to the highest

alue in the four-tuple signifies the most likely emotion being
xpressed according to the classifier. Values being nearly equal
ay indicate a mixture of emotions being expressed.

.3.1. C-SAFE scores
We wish to determine the level at which the expression clas-

ifier predicts how well a given expression matched that of the
motion that the subject intended. For this purpose, we consider
electing the specific score in the normalized four-tuple, t′(F),
hat corresponds to the intended emotion as a figure of merit for
ow well the subject was able to express that emotion, and call
t the Computerized Scale for Assessing Facial Expressivity (C-
AFE) score. For instance, if t′(F) = (0.9, 0.05, 0.0, 0.05), and
he intended emotion was happiness, then the score we derive
rom the classifier is 0.9. Thus, it is considered that the subject
as able to express happiness well. However, if the intended

motion were anger, then, with a value of 0.0, it is considered
hat the subject did not express this emotion well. We will denote
he classifier score for emotion E, and for the facial expression
mage whose intended emotion was I as t′IE. Thus t′AA is the
-SAFE Anger score for a given subject expression when the

ntended expression was anger. Furthermore, we will refer to
he Average C-SAFE score for a given subject as

′ = 1

4

∑
t′ii
i ∈ {H,S,A,F}

hich is the average of the C-SAFE scores for a given sub-
ect averaged over all four emotions in the current expression
ask. We will analyze differences between the patient and con-

2

p

ig. 4. Emotional expressions from the professional actors’ database. This database i
lassifiers.
nce Methods 163 (2007) 350–361

rol groups using the Average C-SAFE score, as well as the
-SAFE for each of the emotions.

.4. Databases used for validation and testing

.4.1. Normative training database
We use a database of facial images of professional actors to

erve as a set of widely recognized emotional expressions and
s a training set for the four classifiers. This database contains
osed and evoked expressions and has been validated (Gur et
l., 2002). While posed databases have been used in the past for
any expression studies, there is evidence that evoked emotions

re more accurately perceived than posed expressions (Gur et al.,
002) and therefore we only use the evoked expressions in the
resent study.

A total of 32 professional actors were initially photographed
ith a neutral face. They were then guided by professional

heater directors through enactments of each of the four uni-
ersal emotions of happiness, sadness, anger, and fear based
n the evoked emotions procedure (Gur et al., 2002). Images
ere acquired while these actors were expressing emotion at

hree levels of intensity: mild, moderate, and peak. This proce-
ure produced 181 facial expression images, 74 females and
07 males. Validation of the database has been performed
Gur et al., 2002; Indersmitten and Gur, 2003). Select exam-
les are shown in Fig. 4. We used this database because the
xperimental conditions were controlled and identical to those
sed for the patient/control database described below. Further-
ore, few databases exist that contain true evoked expressions.
or this study we used the peak evoked expressions from 20
ale and 10 female actors ages 18–72 with an average age of

9 years.
The log RVD maps are generated for each of these images as

xplained in Section 2.2, quantifying the deformation from the
eutral face to the expressive face. Wavelet features that serve
s a more concise, lower dimensional numerical signature of
his expression are then computed from the log RVD maps, and
re used for training the four classifiers, one pertaining to each
motion.
.4.2. Database of patients and controls
A database of facial expression images consisting of 12

atients with schizophrenia, diagnosed by DSM-IV criteria, and

s used as the “normative standard” of emotional expression to train SVM based
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ig. 5. Facial images of healthy controls (top row) and schizophrenia patients (

2 healthy controls was acquired under the supervision of a
sychiatrist (C. Kohler). Patients and controls were chosen in
airs matched for age (mean age 31.6 years, standard deviation
.0 years), ethnicity (12 Caucasian, 12 African-American), and
ender (14 Males and 10 Females). All participants underwent
iagnostic assessment, including psychiatric interview, physical
xamination and blood work to rule out present or past DSM-
V Axis I disorders in healthy controls or a history in their
amily members, and any medical or neurological disorders,
hich may affect brain function. In addition, all schizophrenia
articipants met criteria for clinical stability, including living
ndependently or with family members, no hospitalization or

edication change within the past 3 months, and none were
reated with first generation antipsychotics, which are asso-
iated with extrapyramidal symptoms and may affect facial
xpressions. The control-patient pairings were used in pair-wise
tatistical analysis to control for age, ethnicity, and gender. In
rder to elicit evoked expression, patients and controls were
ndividually guided through vignettes provided by them. Each
ignette described a situation in their life pertaining to each
motion. It was recounted back to them by C. Kohler, who
uided them through the three levels of intensity: mild, mod-
rate, and peak. For each expression, facial photographs were
cquired at each of the three levels of intensity, of which we
se only the facial images at peak expression levels. Partici-
ants provided written consent that included permission to use
heir photographs in scientific communications. Fig. 5 shows
acial images of healthy controls and schizophrenia patients
xpressing each emotion. Note the impairment in the ability

f the patients (bottom row) to express emotions, even in the
voked expression task, as compared with the controls (top
ow), although controls were less expressive compared to the
ctors.
row) expressing the four emotions of happiness, sadness, anger and fear.

.5. Ratings for comparison

In order to validate the quantitative results of the classifier,
e obtained (1) human ratings of expressions in the actors’
atabase, (2) clinical ratings of the schizophrenia patients, and
3) ratings on videos of expression changes of patients and
ontrols.

1) Human ratings of actors’ database: Forty-two students (13
males and 29 females), with average age 20.2, were recruited
from undergraduate and graduate courses in psychology
at Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. They
rated each face for identity of expression (happy, sad, angry,
fearful, or neutral) and for intensity.

2) Clinical ratings for patients’ database: The schizophrenia
patients underwent clinical ratings within a 4-week period
of when the facial expression images were recorded. In this
study we used the SANS (Andreasen, 1984) items relevant
for facial expression: unchanging facial expression, poor
eye contact, affective non-responsivity, and inappropriate
affect, (SANS items 1, 4, 5 and 6, respectively). Each score
is an integer from 0 to 5, where 0 corresponds to no deficit
and 5 corresponds to severe deficit.

3) Human ratings of videos (video-SANS): As SANS scores
were generated for these subjects on a day different from
the day of acquisition, videos acquired during image acqui-
sition were rated independently by two raters on the SANS
scale in the categories of flat affect and inappropriate affect.
The first rater was C. Kohler, M.D., who is trained and reli-

able in clinical SANS rating. The second rater was R. Verma,
a non-clinician trained by Dr. Kohler. A total of 21 subjects
were rated with video-SANS (11 patients and 10 controls).
The inter-class correlation (ICC) coefficients between the
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two raters was r = 0.89 for flat affect and r = 0.84 for inap-
propriate affect. Due to this very high degree of reliability,
all results are reported using the average of the two raters.

. Results

We have constructed classifiers for each of the expressions
sing images from an actors’ database (Section 2.4.1), with
eparate expression classifiers for each gender, since there is
vidence for sex differences in emotion processing (Gur et al.,
992). Indeed, classification performance was better when the
lassifiers were separated on the basis of gender, i.e., when male
atients and controls were tested on the classifier trained on only
he male actors and similarly with females, but a larger sample
ize is required to confirm this finding. Prior to applying these
lassifiers to a database of patients and controls (Section 2.4.2),
e cross-validated these expression classifiers and compared

hem against human ratings, to ensure that the classifiers have
een able to learn and hence classify the emotions comparable
o human raters.

.1. Cross-validation on actor data

For the purpose of validation, we used leave-one-out analy-
is, i.e., we trained classifiers using all actors except one. This
eft out actor was classified using the expression classifiers. The
onfusion matrices in Table 1 show the frequency with which
ach expression was classified as the emotion it was intended
o be. The columns represent the emotion that was intended by

he subject and the rows represent the emotion determined by
he classifier. The total number of images that are to be classi-
ed for each intended emotion is shown on the last row of the

able. For example, in the case of the female actors, of the 20

able 1
onfusion matrices of “leave subject out” cross validation for multi-class expres-

ion classifier when tested on (a) female actors and (b) male actors

lassified emotion Intended emotion

H S A F

a) Female actors
H 17 3 1 2
S 0 14 1 0
A 2 0 13 1
F 1 1 3 15

otal 20 18 18 18

b) Male actors
H 19 3 1 0
S 4 16 3 2
A 0 10 28 3
F 0 1 0 15

otal 23 30 32 20

he confusion matrices show the frequency with which each expression was clas-
ified as a given emotion. The columns represent the emotion that was intended
y the subject and the rows represent the emotion determined by the classifier.
he total number of images corresponding to each intended emotion is shown
n the last row of each table.
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xpressions that were intended as happiness, 17 were classified
s happiness, 0 were classified as sadness, 2 as anger, and 1 as
ear. Hence, for female actors the overall percentages of cor-
ectly classified emotions were: 85.0% for intended happiness,
7.8% for sadness, 72.2% for anger, and 83.3% for fear. For
ale actors the overall percentages of correctly classified emo-

ions were: 82.6% for intended happiness, 53.3% for sadness
7.5% for anger, and 75.0% for fear. The confusion matrices
howed adequate cross-validation performance of the classifiers
n the actors’ database.

.1.1. Correlation with human rated images
For all images used to design the classifier, we computed

he percentage of raters that identified the expression correctly,
rrespective of the intensity rating: 98% for happiness, 67% for
adness, 77% for anger, and 67% for fear. Fig. 6(a) shows a
luster plot highlighting the relationship between the C-SAFE
core computed by the classifier and the percentage of human
aters who correctly identified that expression and presents low
ut significant correlation at the level p < 0.02. In Fig. 6(b), we
how a cluster plot highlighting the relationship between the
-SAFE score and the average intensity rating of the intended
motion provided by the human raters for that image. The linear
orrelation coefficient is r = 0.24 with n = 145, which represents
ow but significant correlation at the level p < 0.004.

The cross-validation results on the 181 images in the actors’
atabase showed that the classifier was able to classify emotions
ell. Furthermore, the classifier performance matched human

aters in that emotions identified well by the classifier were also
etter identified by human raters.

.2. Classification of patient and control data

With emotion classifiers trained on the normative actors’
atabase, we tested each subject in the patient/control data set.
e tested the expressions of male subjects with a classifier

rained only on the male actors’ images, and similarly for the
emales. The C-SAFE scores resulting from this testing showed
ignificant group-wise separation between patients and healthy
ontrols in paired t-tests, both for the average over all emotions
nd specifically for anger. Importantly, these scores correlated
ith clinical ratings.
Table 2 shows confusion matrices of the patients and con-

rols when classified using the classifier trained on actors’
xpressions. These confusion matrices represent the overall clas-
ification performance on the controls and patients database. The
olumns represent the emotion that was intended by the subject
nd the rows represent the emotion determined by the classi-
er. The total number of images that are to be classified for
ach intended emotion is shown on the last row of the table. We
how these confusions matrices with gender combined since
he classifier did not show significantly different performance
or either gender. An expression is said to be correctly classi-

ed if it matches the intended emotion. In the group of healthy
ontrols, 25 of the 48 expressed emotions were correctly clas-
ified for a correct classification rate of 52.0%. Notably, in the
atients only 17 were correctly identified out of a possible 47
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ig. 6. For actors database, (a) cluster plot of C-SAFE score, vs. the percentag
luster plot of C-SAFE emotion score, vs. the rated intensity of the intended em

xpressions, for a correct classification rate of 36%. As the clas-
ifier was validated (as above), this indicates that patients have
ower expressivity than controls. While a χ2-test (Hassard, 1991)
etween all correctly classified expressions and all incorrectly
lassified expressions for the patient and controls groups showed
orderline significance, we would like to note that a χ2-test
ithin the same group, when only including expressions that
ere intended to be anger produced a significant (p < 0.025) dif-

erence. This can be clearly seen in that, for intended anger,
ontrols were classified correctly in 9 out of 12 expressions, and
atients were classified correctly in only 3 out of 12 expressions.
o other intended emotions produced a significant difference.
To further underline the fact that patients and sometimes con-
rols expressed emotions in atypical ways, Fig. 7 shows three
llustrative examples where subjects intending to express one
motion produced a facial expression that subjectively appeared

able 2
onfusion matrices of classifiers applied to (a) healthy controls and (b)

chizophrenia patients

lassified emotion Intended emotion

H S A F

a) Healthy controls
H 8 1 0 0
S 3 4 3 3
A 1 5 9 5
F 0 2 0 4

otal 12 12 12 12

b) Schizophrenia patients
H 5 1 3 0
S 2 5 5 3
A 2 5 3 4
F 3 1 1 4

otal 12 12 12 11

hese confusion matrices represent the overall classification performance on
he controls and patients database. The columns represent the emotion that was
ntended by the subject and the rows represent the emotion determined by the
lassifier. We show these confusions matrices with gender combined since the
lassifier did not show significantly different performance for either gender. The
otal number of images corresponding to each intended emotion is shown on the
ast row of each table.
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e time the human raters correctly identified the emotion of expression and (b)
. Each point in this plot corresponds to an expression in the actors’ database.

loser to another emotion. To qualitatively validate the emotion
lassifiers developed in this paper, we will show how the classi-
ers detected the subjectively apparent emotion rather than the

ncorrectly expressed intended emotion. On the left of Fig. 7
hows a schizophrenia patient intending to express happiness,
owever the facial expression appears to be neutral or flat. In
his case the individual classifier scores demonstrate uncertainty
bout the expression. In the middle of Fig. 7 we show a healthy
ontrol intending to express fear however, the facial expression
as rated as sadness by human raters and classified to be sad-
ess by the classifiers. Finally, the right of Fig. 7 we show a
chizophrenia patient intending to express anger however, the
acial expression was rated as happiness by human raters as
ell as the classifiers. Such examples support the ability of the

lassifiers to correctly detect and identify the emotion apparent
n facial expressions.

.2.1. Paired t-test on average C-SAFE scores
Using the patient-control pairs matched for age, ethnicity,

nd gender, we performed a paired t-test on the Average C-SAFE
core computed from the classifier and we obtained t = 2.75 with
1 degrees of freedom (12 valid pairs) for a significant p < 0.05.

.2.2. Paired t-test on C-SAFE Anger scores
The C-SAFE Anger score was the individual emotion score

hat showed the highest difference between patients and con-
rols of the four emotions in this study. This is consistent with
he findings in the literature that people with schizophrenia with
mpaired affect are more impaired in threat-related expressions
Gur et al., 2006). Using the pairs matched for age, race, and gen-
er, we performed a paired t-test on the C-SAFE Anger scores
nd obtained t = 2.32 with 11 degrees of freedom for a significant
= 0.020.

.2.3. Correlation with SANS
Note that no controls have been rated with SANS, since they

ad no clinically detectable symptoms, and therefore controls

ere left out of this analysis. The correlation coefficients of the
verage C-SAFE scores with the standard clinical SANS ratings
ere not significant. However, we also examined the correlation
f the Average C-SAFE scores and intended emotion score for
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Fig. 7. Examples from the database of patients and controls where the intended emotion did not subjectively match the facial expression but where the classifier
determined the expression based on the facial expression well. The first was classified as uncertain, the second as sad, and the third as happy.
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Fig. 8. (a) Average C-SAFE score vs. video SANS flatness a

ll emotions, with the video-SANS scores for “flat affect” and
inappropriate affect”. Fig. 8 shows a cluster plot of the val-
es of the Average C-SAFE scores for each subject versus the
verage of the video-SANS scores for each subject both for
at (Fig. 8(a)) and inappropriate affect (Fig. 8(b)). Each point

n the plot corresponds to a subject. It shows that the Average
-SAFE score is negatively correlated (for a correlation coef-
cient of r = −0.43, which is significant at the p < 0.05 level)
ith the scores of flatness (Fig. 8(a)) and not significantly corre-

ated with the scores of inappropriateness (Fig. 8(b)). Note that
pearman’s rank order correlation for these values is r = −0.40
hich is significant at p < 0.04 (Press et al., 1992). In repeating

he analysis with only the C-SAFE score for each emotion sep-
rately, we found a strong negative correlation of the C-SAFE
nger score with “inappropriate affect” and of the happiness
-SAFE Happiness score with “flat affect” (Fig. 9).

. Discussion and future work

We have developed a framework for identifying group dif-
erences between facial expressions of patients and controls
ased on computerized expression classifiers designed for each
motion. These classifiers were trained on region-based facial
uantification maps and validated on a database of the evoked
acial expressions of professional actors. It may be noted that

hile actors have more intense expressions than patients or

ontrols, they are used as a normative baseline group, against
hom the performance of the patients and controls are measured.
he classifiers are able to differentiate the two groups, indicat-

s
t
t
c

) average C-SAFE score vs. video SANS inappropriateness.

ng that although they have been trained on more exaggerated
xpressions, the classifiers have been able to capture the nuances
nd subtleties of facial changes with change in expression. By
dentifying and quantifying these subtle expression differences,
he classifiers showed a significant group separation between
atients and controls, with healthy controls performing signifi-
antly better than schizophrenia patients. Patients showed more
mpairment than the controls, as demonstrated by a lower clas-
ification rate in patients, as well as a greater misclassification
er expression, as indicated by the column scores of the clas-
ifier for each of the expressions in Table 2. This indicates that
he classifiers are sufficiently sensitive to expressive appropri-
teness and flatness to establish that schizophrenia patients have
ifficulty expressing emotions.

Patients and controls are well separated by the classifiers
p = 0.0055), highlighting the ability of the C-SAFE scores in
easuring differences between the two groups. However, when

nalyzed separately for each emotion, anger is the only emotion
hat shows significant group difference (p = 0.013). Possibly this
s due to the small sample size. It may also be related to the fact
hat sadness and fear each have a high variability in expres-
ion, unlike happiness that is expressed in a very consistent way
cross people and across intensities. Indeed, happiness remains
he most easily identifiable emotion by both humans and auto-

ated expression classifier. A direct comparison between the

cores of the classifier and the human raters for each of the emo-
ions reveals that happiness (with the highest score) is the easiest
o identify and sadness (with the lowest score) is the most diffi-
ult, with anger and fear being of intermediate difficulty. When
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ig. 9. Correlations by emotion and area of deficit. Each plot shows emotion
nappropriate affect and happiness is correlated with flat affect. All others are in

he output of the classifier for an intended emotion was com-
ared against the percentage of human raters who were able
o correctly identify a given emotion, as is shown in Fig. 6(a),
e obtain a low but significant correlation coefficient, which

hows that the C-SAFE score is higher for the images that were
ore easily identifiable by the human raters. The mismatches

etween the classifier ratings and the human ratings highlight
he fact that humans and the computerized method use sepa-
ate cues in understanding emotion expression. In addition, we

ound a small but significant correlation between the C-SAFE
core and the average of intensity ratings provided by the raters
Fig. 6(b)). This indicates that expressions at a low intensity are
ore difficult to recognize for the classifier.

i
n
c
o

c C-SAFE scores vs. a specific video SANS scores. Anger is correlated with
ficant.

Finally, we found a correlation of these C-SAFE scores with
ideo-SANS measures, designed to quantify the level of deficit
n facial expressivity. There was significant correlation between
he Average C-SAFE score and video-SANS score for flatness,
he C-SAFE Anger score and video-SANS score for inappropri-
te affect, and the C-SAFE Happiness score and the video-SANS
core for flatness of affect. This shows that the C-SAFE scores
btained from the classifiers are able to measure differences in
xpressivity between the two groups, and this group difference

n inappropriate expression is dominated by anger. The high
egative correlation of happiness with the flat affect score indi-
ates that less flat affect is associated with a better expression
f the emotion, especially in happy expressions. The fact that
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ideo-SANS, unlike the clinical SANS ratings, correlates well
ith the computerized ratings may relate to the fact that SANS

cores were obtained in a different setting than that of the image
cquisition. Perhaps each patient responds differently to being
n a clinical office setting compared to being in the experimen-
al image acquisition setting, with several cameras capturing
heir facial expressions. This paves the way for video-SANS
o be further investigated as an appropriate measure of affect
eficit.

In the future, we propose to expand the set of training sam-
les to add more expressions, including those at lower intensity.
sing more training data can improve the classifier to achieve a

evel of accuracy that may match the emotion detection capabil-
ty of humans. We expect that we will acquire more healthy
ontrols, so that the classifiers can be constructed from the
ealthy controls, thereby providing a better normative stan-
ard for the patients. In addition, we will explore the use of
D reconstructed faces (Gur et al., 2002) and video sequences
n understanding small changes in expression. Impaired facial
xpressions of emotions in neuropsychiatric disorders with, in
articular schizophrenia and autism, will exert considerable
ffects on interpersonal relatedness and social functioning. The
onstruction of objective and quantitative instrumentation to
ssess emotional expressivity may have wide ranging clini-
al implications in patient populations, including application in
xpression training, assessment of treatment effects, and detec-
ion of persons at risk.

In conclusion, we have proposed a multi-class expression
lassifier that is able to determine the subtle expression differ-
nces between patients and controls. These classification scores
orrelate well with the human ratings of these expressions by
on-experts, as well as expert determined clinical scores for
xpression change. The clinical implications of such a score are
otentially far-reaching in that such an expression classification
cheme is general and applicable to all disorders characterized
y disturbed affect. Quantitative assessment afforded by this
rocedure can help in determining the diagnosis and progres-
ion of the disease, studying prognostic roles of affect deficit,
nd detecting subtle improvements due to treatment.
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